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Association of Corporate Treasurers respond to announced changes to UK Government business 

support schemes 

Further to this morning’s announcement from HM Treasury announcing changes to CBILS and credit 

facility scheme for larger corporates, Caroline Stockmann, Chief Executive, Association of Corporate 

Treasurers: 

 “The ACT welcomes the announcement of the new CLBILS scheme to provide direct access to 

liquidity for many more businesses in this ‘stranded middle’. The challenge now is to see how 

efficiently the various schemes can be implemented to channel funding to where it is needed, but a 

great step forward has been made for businesses up to £500m.  

 “We welcome also the announcement of the removal of some of the barriers, such as overly 

onerous personal guarantees, that have been hindering some of the smaller businesses from 

accessing the existing CBILS.  Our members larger than £500m and not yet eligible for the CCFF 

scheme for investment-grade equivalents (where we understand only a small number of businesses 

are included in the £1.9bn so far provided)  are of course very concerned still, and are looking 

forward to hearing Government plans for them, which we understand are forthcoming.  They 

represent a very large slice of the economy and have very large workforces whose future is 

dependent on access to liquidity over the coming weeks.  

 “The ACT is in constant contact with business treasurers operating at the coal face of the economic 

crisis caused by COVID-19.  we will continue to ‘work with Government to highlight other areas 

where they can refine the rules to help save businesses that should otherwise have been viable 

under normal circumstances.” 
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 ABOUT THE ACT 

The Association of Corporate Treasurers (ACT) is the only professional treasury body with a Royal 

Charter. We set the global benchmark for treasury excellence and lead the profession through our 

internationally recognised qualifications, by defining standards and by championing continuing 

professional development. We are the authentic voice of the treasury profession representing the 

interests of the real economy and educating, supporting and leading the treasurers of today and 

tomorrow. 
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Should editors wish to commission an article or comment from the ACT, please contact Anne 

Hogarth, as above. 
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